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Conventional energy improve-
ments save energy, but often 

only for the length of the product life. 
For example, a high-efficiency light 
bulb might only last for a few years, 
and then be replaced with a low-effi-
ciency lamp, and the energy savings 
are lost. However, an emerging group 
of energy improvements takes energy 
savings to the next level, by perma-
nently reducing energy use, with en-
ergy savings that can last for as long as 
the remaining life of a building.

Most current energy improvements focus on replac-
ing products on a “one-for-one” basis. Examples include 
high-efficiency lighting, high-efficiency heating systems, 
high-efficiency cooling equipment, high-efficiency mo-
tors, high-efficiency hot water heaters, and so forth. These 
are easily evaluated and installed because they are “one-
for-one.” They are also more readily incentivized by gov-
ernment and utility programs: “Replace one low-efficiency 
widget with one high-efficiency widget, and we will rebate 
so many dollars.”

But energy savings can be lost if the subsequent re-
placement is back to a regular efficiency product. This 
regression to higher energy use can happen with almost 
all one-for-one replacements, whether lighting or heating 
or cooling or motors or hot water heaters.

An emerging approach to energy savings can be used 
alongside the high-efficiency replacement approach to de-
liver deeper and permanent energy savings. We might call 
this the load reduction approach. A load is the end use of 
a particular energy-consuming device. The load on a light-
ing system is the lighting needed in the space. The load on 
a heating system is the heat loss through the walls, win-
dows, and roof, but also the heat losses from the distribu-
tion system. The load on an air conditioning system is the 
heat added to a building by the lights, appliances, people, 
solar gains, and ventilation/infiltration. By reducing loads, 
energy savings can be permanently obtained. Let’s look at 
some examples. 

Right-lighting. Most buildings are over-lit. 
This is likely because the lighting for most 
buildings has been designed on a rule-of-
thumb basis. For example, historically, we 

have put two light fixtures, each with 
two to four lamps, in small offices. 
We have put a two-lamp fluorescent 
fixture on each landing of a stairwell, 
or every 10 feet along the length of a 
corridor. These all deliver way more 
light than is needed.

The result is high energy use, but 
there are other problems as well. 
Over-lighting means more cost and 
labor to replace failed lamps. Glare 
is another problem in over-lit spaces. 
And over-lit spaces mean unneces-

sary load on an air conditioning system. And when light-
ing is designed on a rule of thumb basis, we sometimes 
encounter spaces that are under-lit.

“Right-lighting” refers to evaluating what each space 
in a building really needs for lighting, relative to recom-
mendations by the Illuminating Engineering Society (IES), 

and modifying the lighting to provide the required lighting, 
instead of simply replacing lamps one-for-one and keep-
ing the building way over-lit. During an energy assess-
ment, lighting in each space is inventoried. The easiest way 
to check if a space has too much light is to calculate the 
lighting power density (LPD) of each space by dividing the 
lighting power (watts) by the room area (square feet). The 
actual LPD is then compared to suggested maximum LPDs 
in ASHRAE Standard 90 or the International Energy Con-
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Required and best-practice  
lighting power densities (LPDs).

Space type IECC 2015 LPD 
(W/sq.ft.)

Example best  
practice LPD  

(W/sq.ft.)

Corridor 0.66 0.40

Lobby 0.90 0.70

Office 1.11 0.40

Parking, interior 0.19 0.10

Stairwell 0.69 0.40
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servation Code. Facility managers can even consider going 
lower than these allowable LPDs, down to readily achiev-
able “best practice” LPDs. (See “Required and best-practice 
lighting power densities (LPDs)” on page 30.)

Right-lighting may be achieved by reducing the number 
of lamps in a fixture, or by rearranging and reducing the 
fixtures in a space, or both.

For example, an energy audit of a large outpatient 
psychiatric facility, with five buildings built between the 
1930s and the 1990s, found the average lighting power 
density in offices to be 1.2 W/sq.ft., the average in rest-
rooms to be 2.6 W/sq.ft., and the average in stairwells to 
be 1.1 W/sq.ft. By changing lighting layouts and replac-
ing with high-efficiency lighting, savings over 60 percent 
were found possible, far higher than by replacing lights 
alone. The energy savings of right-lighting last longer than 
simple replacements, because the revised layout is per-
manent: It outlasts any single lamp.

An added benefit of the space-by-space inventory used 
in the right-lighting approach is identifying under-lit spac-
es. In the end, the facility manager has a building that saves 
energy, and saves energy permanently, while also providing 
the correct amount of light for all the spaces.     

Reduce stack effect. Stack effect is the verti-
cal upward motion of air in a heated building 
in winter. It is the same buoyancy effect as 
the flow of hot combustion gases up a chim-
ney stack.

Stack effect causes cold outdoor air to enter a build-
ing any way it can, on the lower levels, especially through 
larger openings such as entry doors, loading docks, and 
mechanical rooms. The air rises any way it can through 
vertical paths in the buildings: stairwells, elevator shafts, 
mechanical shafts, and holes from floor to floor such as 
pipe penetrations. And, finally, air leaves the building on 
the upper floors, out vented attics, elevator vents, and 
other openings. Stack effect airflow also happens, to a 
lesser degree, in and out windows and balcony doors up 
the full length of a building: into the building on lower 
floors, and out of the building on upper floors. As soon 
as the cold outdoor air enters the building and reaches a 
heated space, it adds to the heating load of the building. 
Reducing stack effect reduces the load on the heating sys-
tem, in much the same way that adding insulation does.

Reducing infiltration driven by stack effect is done by 
reducing airflow paths for stack effect airflow. The starting 
point is with vertical paths: holes around pipe penetra-
tions up through buildings, holes into chases for piping 
and wiring and ductwork. (Hint: look below kitchen and 
bathroom sinks, also around exhaust and supply venti-
lation grilles.) Unused chases and chimneys are capped, 
both at the top and at the bottom. But it’s also important 
to look at horizontal airflow paths where air moves toward 
the vertical paths: air leakage from a building into a me-
chanical room (remember, the chimney is a major verti-
cal path for stack effect); stairwell doors, which may need 
to be weather-stripped; and more. Finally, circle back to 
slowing the infiltration itself: adding air locks, installing 
tighter windows and doors, and the like.

Contrast the benefits of reducing stack effect to tradi-

tional air sealing strategies such as weather-stripping and 
caulking. Reducing stack effect solves the problem at its 
source, by reducing the air pressures that drive infiltration. 
If a building is only caulked and weather-stripped, the air 
pressures are still trying to drive infiltration. Reducing stack 
effect is like preventing flooding by building above a flood 
plain, whereas caulking and weather-stripping is like put-
ting your thumb in the dike. Does this mean “never caulk 
or weather-strip”? Not at all — visible or measurable cracks 
should always be sealed. But the caulk or weather-stripping 
will likely only last 20 to 30 years. When stack effect is re-
duced, it may well last the building’s lifetime. 

Replace boiler or furnace systems with 
ductless heat pumps.  You may ask, “How 
is replacing boilers or furnaces with heat 
pumps not like a one-for-one replacement?” 
This third example is a little tricky. Recall that 

the loads on heating and cooling systems are not only heat 
losses and gains from the building walls and roof, but there 
are also distribution losses. Boiler systems lose heat from 
piping in the mechanical rooms, and from piping running 
through unheated spaces. Furnace systems lose heat from 
ductwork, and also when air leaks out of ductwork. These 
distribution losses can be large, typically representing over 
10 percent of a system’s energy use, and sometimes as much 
as 20 to 30 percent. By using ductless heat pumps, losses in 
mechanical rooms and unheated spaces are virtually elimi-
nated. Ductless heat pumps offer other benefits too. Indi-
vidual temperature control of each space means that imbal-
ance losses due to overheating or overcooling are reduced. 
When used as a replacement for steam-heating systems, 
other losses are eliminated, such as steam leakage losses. 
When used as a replacement for through-wall or window 
air conditioning, losses such as air leakage and sleeve con-
duction are eliminated. Converting to heat pumps also al-
lows the new electricity use to be offset by renewable energy 
sources, such as solar photovoltaic systems.

Heat pumps can obtain their heat from the ground (re-
ferred to as geothermal or geoexchange systems) or from 
the outdoor air (referred to as air source systems). Variable 
refrigerant flow (VRF) systems refer to heat pumps with 
variable speed compressors, which deliver heating and 
cooling at high efficiency by varying the compressor speed, 
and can deliver the required capacity by speeding the com-
pressor up when outdoor air temperatures reach extremes 
in summer and winter. 

Pulling it all together
Load-reduction energy improvements are improve-

ments that deliver persistent energy savings. Another way 
to describe them is as robust energy improvements. Load-
reduction improvements permanently reduce energy use. 
They are a gift to the building for future decades, and to 
future facility managers in the building. They are lasting 
improvements.

They are also an excellent complement to the traditional 
approach of high-efficiency product replacements. There is 
no reason that right-lighting cannot be done with new LED 
lamps, for example, delivering both the savings of right-
light and the savings of efficient lamps.
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HOW TO REDUCE STACK EFFECT
Stack effect causes cold outdoor air to enter a building any way it can. The air rises through 
vertical paths in the buildings and leaves the building on the upper floors. Reducing stack effect 
reduces the air pressures that drive infiltration and cuts the load on the heating system.
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Interestingly, load reductions can also reduce the in-
stalled cost of energy improvements. For example, right 
lighting requires fewer light fixtures and lamps than one-for-
one replacement. Stack effect reduction means that replace-
ment HVAC systems can be smaller and more affordable.

In some cases, load-reduction energy improvements 
can take more up-front effort. To do an inventory of lighting 
in all the spaces in a building takes more time than just to 
say, “Replace all T12 lamps and ballasts with T8 LED lamps.” 
But this effort more than pays for itself in added energy sav-
ings. And the added effort is typically not great. A room-by-
room lighting inventory rarely takes more than a few hours 
for a whole building.

There are many more examples of load-reduction en-

ergy savings opportunities, beyond the three just described. 
Low-flow water fixtures reduce the load on water heat-
ers. Insulation for walls, roofs, and foundations is a load-
reduction improvement. Facility managers should ask for 
and expect load-reduction improvements to be identified 

in energy audits. And facility managers should look 
for their own load-reduction improvements: You 
know your buildings better than anyone.

Traditional approaches to energy conserva-
tion have led to a focus on one-for-one replace-
ment of energy-consuming devices, and have 
often ignored load-reduction strategies, such as 
right-lighting, stack-effect reduction, and replac-
ing central heating and cooling systems with dis-
tributed systems such as ductless heat pumps. 
Load-reduction strategies can take a little more 
up-front planning, but offer energy savings that 

can last the full future remaining life of a building, maybe 
a century or more. ■
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Load reductions can trim the installed  
costs of energy improvements. While load  
reduction can take added up-front effort,  
it more than pays for itself in added savings.� 


